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This thesis addresses how sound might influence a pedestrian
in the urban atmosphere and proposes a set of experiences
inspired by music.

CHAPTER ONE
STATEMENT OF INTENT
|8|

|9|

The interstate connector was once a really exciting and cutting edge concept for Atlanta. It celebrated a vehicular lifestyle
and addressed movement in and around the city with the development of I-75, I-85, and I-285. The lack of connectivity in
the Midtown area is divisive as it limits travel from one side of the Connector to the other and ruins the local atmosphere and
exchange of ideas. Connecting across this sixteen lane barrier is imperative to the future success of the city of Atlanta. As
society moves towards a more sustainable environment focused in pedestrian and public transit, the city needs to take another
exciting architectural position on future developments. There are about ten ways to cross the connector, eight of which are
focused for cars. Only two of these options are pedestrian friendly with wide sidewalks, reduced traffic noise, and create a
sense of safety to cross sixteen lanes of highway. One of those two pedestrian friendly routes is a tunnel under the interstate
connector, near Georgia Tech University. The one end of the tunnel was gated off with no access to the university. There is
only one, reliable, pedestrian friendly way to cross the highway in a two mile stretch. This is a major problem in the Urban
Fabric.
This thesis will explore sound in the solution to crossing the vast highway. There is currently a proposal for a minimal approach
pedestrian bridge connecting the Home Park and Midtown neighborhoods as extensions of 15th street. This bridge is a critical
location as the gateway to the city from the North. The East end of the bridge flows toward the arts district of the city and Arts
Center MARTA Station for access to public transit. Being such a noise polluted area with heavy traffic through most times
of the day, addressing sound is a natural progression to designing the space; however, the current proposal almost ignores
the sonorous atmosphere of a highway barrier while other design moves are more thought out. This thesis proposes a more
developed use of space inspired by sound and music to create not only a bridge and gateway image for the city, but a place
to gather as a public amenity. The proposal provides the efficient connection across the highway to access public transit in a
pleasing manner while repairing the fabric of the city. Coda is a musical concept referencing the beginning of the musical piece
at the end as a satisfactory close. This concept is architecturalized by using the urban fabric to close the connection of the
city at this 15th Street location, referencing the past. With this proposal, sound of the highway is not ignored as a condition
but aids in the pedestrian experience. Through research of resonators and motion, sound pulls people into the project and
provides the opportunity to create the destination of the highway in a park like environment, important to the city. The musically
inspired landscape is appropriate for the musically inclined arts district of midtown and connects Home Park to this exciting
environment. This bridge condition has the potential to expand along the entire connector, furthering the reconnection to the
urban fabric.
The research of this thesis addresses connectivity, mobility, and identity through dynamic physical and auditory landscape,
challenging the contemporary approach to the present typical urban design of linear mobility and affixed aesthetics.
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CHAPTER TWO
HOW SOUND WORKS
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Sounds are understood in waves, derived from sine and cosine equations, as vibrations in a medium, typically air. The greater
the amplitude, the louder the sound is and the greater the frequency the higher the pitch is of that sound. Shown above is
a sound which starts as loud and high pitched sound and becomes quiet and low pitched over distance and time. The ear
is the biologic resonator tool to help distinguish one sound from another. The Outer Ear captures the sounds around us and
focuses them through the Ear Canal into the Middle Ear where the Ear Drum vibrates and thus vibrates three small bones
before reaching the Inner Ear where nerve endings receive the sounds within the Cochlear. The sounds are then interpreted
within the audio cortex of the brain. The brain differentiates between music and other sounds. The portion of the audio cortex
which deals with this discernment is called the Music Room and was discovered by MIT students.

Figure 1.2

Our senses are crucial to observing the environment around us. The sense of sight is the most common way to interpret the
environment, however not everyone has the ability of sight. The visually impaired rely on sound to receive auditory information
from their surroundings. The source of sounds and reflection of sounds help them navigate obstacles, find their way, and
determine where things are. Blind Canes are common tools to feel their environment as an extension of the arm, detect
different surfaces, and create tapping sounds for auditory understanding. Shown above is an isovist and isovox to represent
how these two situations occur.
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SIGHT AND SIGHT
THROUGH SOUND
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Dr. Bea Goller is an architect and professor in Barcelona, Spain. She does research in, teaches, and curates art with a focus
on sound architecture. One of her latest explorations has been Sonification. Dr. Goller came to Kennesaw State University
as part of the architectural lecture series and spoke on her research on Sonification. She examined form derived by sounds,
created from a piece of text. She used the text from a summary of a book, important to her, as the framework of her sound
piece. Creating an organizing pattern for assigning sounds to text, she was able to make a small rhythmic string of sounds
when played after each other in the order of reading the text. The sound string was mapped in various programs giving
2-dimensional and 3-dimensional documentations. The frequencies and amplitudes guided Dr. Goller in form making from
sounds. She then examined the process in reverse, in a similar manner, for sound derived from form.
Q: What inspired you to look at sounds for form making?
A: When you look at everything around you, it has sound. Atoms vibrate and with that energy, there is sound. We all have a
natural sound and rhythm.
Q: When you examined the text with the forethought of turning it into sounds, did you need a certain sequence?
A: No, the text was important to me, which is why I used it, but another text would produce another sequence of sounds even
if I used the same code, which is the beauty. There are so many options and outcomes.
Q: When you have these sound models, what do they represent to you as an architect?
A: The models are representative of the sounds, my language, and this procession through space. The sounds are apparent
in space as this wave and they can have volume. If it were a building, we have this large volume then a smaller volume, or
whatever the sequence is, but experience the sound in more than one way. It’s heard, seen, maybe touched.
Figure 1.3

Figure 1.4
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SONIFICATION INTERVIEW
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Earthquake Sculpture
Luke Jerram
2011
Artist Luke Jerram created Earthquake Sculpture by creating
3D form of nine minutes of a seismogram. This is relatable to
Sonification discussed with Dr. Goller.

CHAPTER TWO
SONIFICATION
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Figure 1.6
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Figure 1.5

CHAPTER TWO
HELMHOLTZ AND
RESONATORS
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Hermann Helmholtz, author of On the Sensations of Tone, writes on sound and quality of sounds. He describes that sounds
and music share the same quality in one instance; however, what differentiates musical sounds from other sounds is the
quality of the sound waves. He accurately details resonators as a sound enhancement device to reduce noise and could
amplify or reduce sounds depending on geometry. He even proves that resonators sized for specific sound frequencies could
turn unbalanced sounds into pure tone, having what we hear as musical quality.

Helmholtz describes resonators as if they were the ear canal without the ear drum membrane. With the membrane to capture
vibrations, resonators can be used as instruments, but would reduce the quality of single frequencies, like blowing across the
opening of a bottle. Resonators, with two open ends, are tuned for specific frequencies. They can be used to amplify sound
or dampen it. If you were to hold a resonator to your ear, as Helmholtz did, the desired frequency would be much more distinct
amongst the dampened frequencies. Above is the successful results of an experiment showing the use of resonators to
reduce unwanted noise in a room.
| 19 |

The Great Theatre of Ephesus
Ephesus, Greece
Reign of Lysimachos
25,000 seat amphitheatre
300 BC

Figure 1.8
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Figure 1.9

Figure 1.10

Figure 1.11

Ancient resonators, called echea, were heavily used in theatre construction. In The Ten Books on Architecture, Vitruvius writes
on design of all kinds of ancient theatres and the mathematics used for placing the resonators. These ancient devices helped
to reduce noise and purify vocalizations of the performance in the theatre to increase projection of sound to be clearly heard in
the upper most sections of the seating.
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Whispering Dishes
San Francisco, United States of America
Doug Hollis
Public Sound Installation
2013
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SOURCE OF SOUND

The focal points of the two dishes align

Figure 1.12

CHAPTER TWO
WHISPERING DISHES
GEOMETRY
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Figure 1.13

Figure 1.14

Utilizing the geometry of curved surfaces, Whispering Dishes focuses sound between two large hard surfaced disks. The two
disks communicate with one another by facing each other. Artists can use the disks to amplify music and sounds within the
small space by playing between the disks. This allows street musicians to create a highly experiential personal amphitheatre.
The two points of most concentrated sound are at the focal points of the curves and are where chairs are placed, to
encourage pedestrians to experience the local sound scape. Pedestrians can have clear conversations by whispering more
than twenty feet apart if they sit at the focal points. This sensual experience is also determined by the materiality of the disks.
The benches flanking the disks are wooden for a warm, soft touch and slightly reduce noise from the surrounding area. The
disks themselves are concrete covered high density foam allowing them to be portable and transfer sound more efficiently with
the hard concrete surface.
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Labanotation
First Published - Schrifttanz [“Written Dance”] (book)
Rudolf von Laban
Movement Notation
1928

Figure 1.15
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Figure 1.16

Figure 1.17

Dance movement has been converted into notational systems for hundreds of years. Rudolf von Laban created his
Kinetography in 1928 to record simple movements and developed the system into a complex movement documentation. It
was designed with music and time for how the body moves. The music score can be read directly in line with the movement
score. Long bars indicate the start of the staff and shorter bars indicate the beats of the music and are regularized. The body
movements are indicated along with the music in columns from the center of the staff outwards. The legs are closest to the
center and head is indicated on the right side of the outer most column. Symbols are placed on the staff and indicated angle,
height, and direction of the movement of the body part in the column. The symbols are elongated to imply time of the stance
or position. This system can get more complex with combinations of symbols, becoming more specific to angle, height, and
direction of movements in the space. This system of Kinetography Laban is able to record movements and provide instruction
to recreate movements.

Figure 1.18
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Sound on Intuition
Eindhoven Academy
Pieter Jan Pieters
Motions for music
2013
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Pieter Jan Pieters approached the creation of music through aspects of being human, motion, natural rhythm, writings, and
proximity. He developed several devices to use in concert with the body. One device attaches to the foot and records the
pressure of walking. Another device attaches to the finger to record movements in the joints of the finger and vibrations from
touching surfaces. He amplifies the beating of the heart with a digital stethoscope, which is placed on the chest. He created
a scanning device to interpret writing, which is controlled by the velocity of the hand motion. His final device measures the
proximity to the sensor and could be used by any part of the body.
| 27 |

Real Booty Music
The Social Project
AIAIAI and OWOW
Music for the booty. By the booty
2013

FILM STILLS OF MOTIONS TO CREATE SOUNDS

Figure 1.26

Figure 1.23
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Figure 1.24

Figure 1.25

AIAIAI and OWOW collaborated as musicians and scientists in a social experiment to create a live conversation between the
dancer and disc jockey. Using sensors placed on the body, the dancer can set the beat, rhythm, and frequency of the sounds
which the disc jockeys utilize in creating music in the moment. The disc jockeys and dancers require each other to create the
free form music.
Both experiments, Sound on Intuition and Real Booty Music, explore aspects of the human anatomy to create and interpret
music in a scientific manner. They push the boundary of music creation as a social experience which activates the dialogue
between multiple users.
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The Human Body in Action
Scientific American
Etienne Jules Marey
Chronophotographs
1914

WALKING LABANOTATION

Figure 1.30

Figure 1.27
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Figure 1.28

Figure 1.29

The Human Body in Action was a series of examinations into the movements of the body through the medium of photography.
Etienne Jules Marey was a scientist and not a professional photographer, although his work is highly held in not only the
scientific field but the art world. His study on simple walking shows the space taken through time of someone walking, the
movement of joints and body parts, and the cyclic fluctuation of body datums. I showed a labanotation of this motion to
contrast the dynamic elevation of datums to the consistent pattern of the notational system.
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The Philips Pavilion
Brussels, Belgium
Le Corbusier; Iannis Xenakis; Edgard Varèse
Poème électronique
1958

Figure 1.31
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PHILIPS PAVILION
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The Philips Pavilion was designed for the 1958 World’s Expo in Brussels, Belgium. The structure and form of the pavilion was
designed by Iannis Xenakis, an avid designer with music and architecture and close friend of Le Corbusier. The structure is a
series of hyperbolic curves which direct the force loads to the ends and down to the ground. These curves make the building
naturally interact with sounds.

Figure 1.32

Figure 1.33

Figure 1.34

Figure 1.35

The interior of the pavilion was designed as a series of complex curves, as enclosure for which loud speakers and projections
are cast. The curves direct the audience in a procession through the stomach of the building.
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The Philips Pavilion
Brussels, Belgium
Le Corbusier; Iannis Xenakis; Edgard Varèse
Poème électronique
1958

Figure 1.37

Figure 1.38

Figure 1.36

Figure 1.40

Figure 1.39

CHAPTER TWO
PHILIPS PAVILION
LIGHT AND SOUND
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The interior of the pavilion uses light, film, and music for the experience of the audience. The three designers collaborated
for the pavilion. Iannis Xenakis designed the curvature of the structure to interact with music. Edgard Varèse composed the
concrete and vocal sounds for the Poème Électronique, which heavily effects the atmosphere of the space. Le Corbusier
created the imagery, lighting, and two sculptures to compliment the music of Varèse.

Varèse composed the music with form and spacial movements in mind. Using three hundred and fifty loud speakers placed
along the curves, the music changes for a unique experience of every user based on their location in the pavilion due to the
resonance of the curves. He used mechanical sounds, vocalizations, filtered sound from musical instruments and synthetic
tones. The piece of music is approximately eight minutes in length.

| 35 |
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Site - Connection Location

United States of America

CHAPTER THREE
SITE LOCATION
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Atlanta, Georgia

The site is located in Atlanta, Georgia, the United States of America. The site is a major barrier of the urban fabric and the
social mobility in the city. The project proposal will set up stages of development to connect the urban fabric and embrace
social fluidity through musical principles. The affected area will encompass surrounding neighborhoods, schools, parks, and
commercial zones and has the potential to change the lifestyle of the city as well as the image it has for visitors on the global
scale.
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Proposed
The Atlanta Connector
Project proposes a
development strategy
to impact the entire
Connector

CONNECTOR CONSTRUCTION
Before 1840
Creek Native
Americans occupied
the land of Metro
Atlanta
1842
Railroad junction,
Terminus, was moved.
Terminus renamed as
Marthasville.

1952
Land use map from City
Planning Commission
of Atlanta. Shows the
beginning construction of
the Connector.
1892
Fulton County State
Capital aerial view of
Atlanta by Saunders
and Kline.

Early 1950s
Aerial photograph of the
early construction of the
connector provided by AJC.

1902
Street Railway Journal
showing railway and
electrical lines.

2017
Aerial image taken from
Google Maps. Shows the
current expansion of the
Connector.

Figure 2.4
Figure 2.5

1847
Marthasville became
Atlantica-Pacifica and
colloquially shortened
to Atlanta. Atlanta was
incorporated.

1984
Aerial photograph
of the connector
provided by AJC.

Figure 2.8

2010
Aerial photograph
of the connector
provided by DOT.

Figure 2.7

CODA Proposal
Providing a means to an
end by bringing connected
neighborhoods back to
Atlanta.

Proposed
The Stitch proposal
designs a cap over a
section of the highway
Connector.
Figure 2.1

Figure 2.2

Figure 2.3
Figure 2.9.1

CHAPTER THREE
URBAN DEVELOPMENT
OF ATLANTA
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The City of Atlanta in 1847 was founded on transportation of goods, such as cotton, through the expansion of the railroad
system. Railways and electricity within the city were a major technological advancement allowing Atlanta to grow in population
over the other cities in the South. The growth in population and wide use of vehicles for personal transportation necessitated
the development of highways across the nation. Atlanta’s highway system began its development in the 1950s and by that
time the city limits had expanded into a sprawling city. Construction began at 17th Street and moved South and the core of
Atlanta developed along the spine of I-75 and I-85 highways.

Figure 2.6

Atlanta’s aesthetically displeasing and disrupted urban fabric condition is being addressed with a number of proposals. The
neighborhoods and organizations are developing ideas to remedy the poor conditions of the Connector going forward. This is
a necessity as the city grows and will rely on the connectedness of the communities. The Atlanta Connector Transformation
Project is addressing beautification, connectivity, and sustainability in a multi-programmed scheme. The Stitch is a capping
project to continue the urban fabric across the Midtown to Downtown section of the Connector. CODA would be expanding
upon the qualities of these proposals and focused in a sensual experience of the pedestrian derived from sound theory for the
increased connectivity of the Connector.
| 41 |

The Stitch
Atlanta, United States of America
Central Atlanta Progress/Atlanta Downtown
Improvement District
609,840 sqft [14 acres]
Proposed in 2015

Ms. Jennifer Ball is the Vice President in Planning and Economic Development of the Central Atlanta Progress (CAP) in Atlanta,
Georgia. She works with the rest of the CAP board, the Atlanta Downtown Improvement District, and design teams to promote
sensible design proposals for the City of Atlanta to increase livability, urban aesthetics, connectivity, and economic prosperity.
The immediate project in focus is “The Stitch” located in downtown Atlanta. Ms. Jennifer Ball was generous enough to talk to
me about CAP’s goals and future for Atlanta.
Q: How long would you say Atlanta has been considering a project of this scope?
A: It has been a while since a project of this scale has been proposed for the center of Atlanta, but what makes this project
different is that it is finally making sense to consider this type of project. The Stitch is located over the I-75/I-85 Connector and
that location has been a popular topic of conversation for the city for at least fifteen years.
Q: What does The Stitch mean to the future of Atlanta?
A: The Stitch is almost fifteen acres of new development, setting it apart from other similar projects in different cities. It will
revitalize the land taken by the expansive highway and under developed land surrounding the connector for the city. The
Connector, ironically, creates a major problem to those neighborhoods surrounding it and The Stitch will reconnect them and
provide essential amenities to those neighborhoods. Atlanta will be strengthened by a project like this, and create interwoven
communities strong in identity.
Q: When CAP thinks of connectivity, what does that look like?
A: The Central Atlanta Progress is focused on creating as many connections people can access to. Historically, Atlanta places
the need of vehicles in priority. This attitude has reduced the accessibility of people walking, biking, and any other form of
transit. There are numerous paths that we desire to aid in making more accessible and increase mobility in the city. The Beltline
is focused within city limits, but the PATH Foundation, the Silver Comet Trail, the Freedom Park Paths, the Stone Mountain Trail,
and several more go beyond the limits of the city and connect outer neighborhoods, towns, and attractions. We would like to
re-envision the city as it were before the Connector was built in a modern future.
Q: What kind of spaces will be incorporated into the downtown project?
A: With several new prospective buildings, there are new outdoor spaces that would be essential. The City of Atlanta is
lacking in the ratio of park space to built space in comparison to other comparable cities, even though we are considered a
heavily vegetated city. Just beyond the Stitch’s influence are larger parks which provide the ample large park space need for
the city. Based off of Jane Jacobs writings, we want to have intimate park spaces and plazas to create close knit and tight
communities. The Stitch is still in design phase, but will create park and open space for the local community rather than just a
large park cap over the highway.

Figure 2.9.2
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Atlanta has many barriers dealing with it’s urban fabric. The most affective barrier and infrastructural challenge is the
I-75/I-85 Highway Connector running through downtown Atlanta. The major disconnect of the urban core is between the
Midtown neighborhood from the Downtown neighborhood and the Stitch is a proposal to remediate that zone. The Stitch
creates a continuous urban core by bridging and capping the Connector. The Stitch focuses on visual appearance, human
experience, and economic potential. The incentive is to create more accessible pedestrian zones and parks with development
opportunities bringing retail, residential, and commercial buildings into the space. It also transitions the circulation of roadway
grids for vehicles to more efficiently from one neighborhood to the next. Parks, art, and nodes will create a sense of place for
the human experience.

CHAPTER THREE
THE STITCH
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Atlanta Connector Project
Atlanta, United States of America
SWA Group, City of Atlanta
2 miles
Proposed Current

Existing Condition
Single-use Highway

CODA Location
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Future Goal
Multi-use Highway

Figure 2.15

Figure 2.16
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The City of Atlanta is considering extensive measures to improve the conditions of the I-75/I-85 Connector. In their plans, they
are refacing bridges with more attractive safety measures and lighting, while utilizing as much of the open space in and around
the highway for urban foresting including green-living walls, and creating opportunities for public art work to embrace the
culture of the city. These measures are similar to which a city would approach a river barrier as an amenity for the city. There
would be multiple modes of transport, gathering places for pedestrian activation, and a unique image of city.

Figure 2.10

The Atlanta Connector Project is the voice of the transformation for the image of the City of Atlanta. They are talking about the
highway as a multi-use amenity for the communities directly adjacent to the Connector. The goal of the project is to celebrate
the culture of the city through public art, create a pleasing environment of the highway through urban foresting, collect water
and reuse storm water runoff, and finally connect the city through a few additional bridges for pedestrians to access the rest
of the city outside of their distinct neighborhoods. While this approach is creating an amenity for the city through a multi-use
environment, the project is neglecting the harmful noise of the highway.
| 45 |

Rose Fitzgerald Kennedy Greenway
Boston, United States of America
Massachusetts Turnpike Authority (MTA), the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts, the City of Boston,
and various civic groups
approx. 653,400 sqft [15 acres]
Opened 2008

Boston Before

Atlanta Today

Boston After

Share
Urban design and planning scale
Redevelopment for Interstate
Infrastructure
Approximately 1.5 miles in length

Goals
Increase Connectivity, Mobility, Identity of
adjacent communities

Multiple levels and varieties of transport

Figure 2.19

More sustainable environment and social
atmosphere

Figure 2.17
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Figure 2.18.1

Figure 2.18.2

Figure 2.20

The Rose Fitzgerald Kennedy Greenway was developed a part of the Big Dig project in downtown Boston, MA. The greenway
is a capping project over their I-90 interstate which divided the city as a major pedestrian barrier. The park space made it a
pleasurable space to be as a pedestrian, bicyclist, and motorist with nature gardens, open spaces, and public art. The Big
Dig project has been criticized an economic failure massing debt to $24 billion and actual costs of $14 billion. This is a major
problem, as the entire project is completely public with minimal development opportunities to pay the project off to the city.
Positively, the project was completely successful in design goals. It connects neighborhoods, provides dynamic public space,
increases mobility, and gives identity to the neighborhoods around it.
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According to the U.S. Census Bureau’s 2010 Summary File 1 dataset, the downtown area is heavily populated in residential
population density. Every dot represents one person and the darker the area, the more dense that area was in population.
The proposal would not only serve these neighborhoods to the people that crucially need the connections, but also has the
potential to increase sustained population density.

The Connector is a critical location for Atlanta. There are six major communities with minimal connections which will benefit
from a redevelopment of the interstate Connector; Atlantic Station, Midtown, Old Fourth Ward, Downtown, Georgia Tech, and
Home Park. Although these communities are directly adjacent to one another, they behave as completely separate entities.
The uniting of the core through the connector will mend the social issues.

CHAPTER THREE
NEIGHBORHOODS
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CHAPTER THREE
DEMOGRAPHICS
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The most specific census data is derived from Zip Codes. Population per zip code has a great range of density. The median
age is within fifteen years of each other. Income indicates the correlation of education and poverty line. These neighborhoods
are separated by these categories, while they all share the core of Atlanta.
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CHAPTER THREE
STREET GRID
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The street grids work as a structure of primary, secondary, and tertiary road ways from which people travel from one hierarchy
to the next. The primary circulation of the connector disrupts the connection of tertiary crossings.

Public transportation in Atlanta is severely under developed for the scale and sprawl of the city. Shown in green above is the
public subway, train system and in yellow is the public bus transportation. The development of the connector would increase
pedestrian access to the current system and has the potential to expand upon the system for the core of Atlanta.

CHAPTER THREE
PUBLIC TRANSIT
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CHAPTER THREE
SOFT SCAPES
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Softs capes refers to the tree canopy, parks, and pathways for which Atlanta is known. Atlanta is considered a green city,
as we have a prolific tree canopy. However, in comparison to many other cities, Atlanta has a low park space to built space
ratio. Much of the open space and tree canopy is on private land. The tree canopy reduces in density towards the interstate
connector, as does the frequency of park space. This provides an ideal situation for the redevelopment of the Connector with
CODA to increase park space and tree canopy for the core of Atlanta. This would improve aesthetics of the core of Atlanta, air
quality from vehicular pollution, city heat island effect, mobility and the health of the population.

Hard scapes refers to non-permeable surfaces; buildings, sidewalks, streets, etc. As the density increases towards the core
and site location, there are more impervious surfaces. There is a neighborhood of primarily residential use which attempts to
counteract this occurrence.

CHAPTER THREE
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During my site visit, I encountered difficult conditions and unappealing environments. The entire walking distance was 8.8
miles and I made as many attempts as I could to cross the connector. Over a two mile stretch of highway, there were ten
opportunities, three of which were unsuccessful and caused me to re-route. Eight of these opportunities were in favour of
vehicles. The two pedestrian friendly opportunities were both associated with Georgia Tech University, one being Fifth Street
Bridge and the other being an underground tunnel near the bridge, but an unsuccessful crossing. In conclusion, opportunities
to cross the connector to simply get from one place to another were insufficient and inhospitable to pedestrians.
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CODA - Determining the sounding chamber
Author - Michael C. Phaff
Honors Research Capstone accompanying CODA - Sound Urbanism Thesis
Kennesaw State University - Honors Program

Abstract
This research is in direct relation to the accompanied thesis proposal conducted within the Department of
Architecture by author, Michael Phaff, under the guidance of thesis Advisor, Marietta Monaghan. Upon examining
local problems with urban fabric, a site and a cause to resolve has been identified. Examining the urban disconnect
and architecturally related history and projects, this capstone addresses a condition not yet publicly identified of
the site, sound quality of the pedestrian experience in a high traffic environment. Studies show increased health
problems of residents living in close proximity to high traffic environments. The goal of this research is to determine
the best design parameters of a sounding device through the exploration of acoustics and harmonics to impact
the experience of the pedestrian in an inhospitable urban environment. The research will aid in determining
whether the work of Helmholtz could become an architectural expression. Upon conclusion, a sounding vessel
in the form of piping will provide the most interactive experience for the pedestrian. Piping captures sound and
transports the sound waves in an auditory experience over larger distances as the frequencies separate into their
distinct characteristics. Additionally, piping with open ends and punctures, has the opportunity to create sounds.
Architectural expression can be observed with the multi-utilization of structure and the sonorous bodies performing
multiple functions together.
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Looking at the Urban Atmosphere of Atlanta
Beginning the process of the accompanied thesis, I took an objective view of the city of Atlanta to address an
architectural issue. One of the most argued topics for development and improvement since its inception is the
I-75/I-85 Interstate Connector. (Kahn, 2015) The Connector began construction in the early 1950s as post World
War II transportation development projects as apart of the interstate construction. The intent of the Connector was
to make traveling through and around the city easier and faster for vehicles. The Connector has a mild success
rate for its goal of moving vehicles quickly through the city at certain times of day, avoiding rush hour traffic times.
When looking at Atlanta as an urban fabric, there is an apparent urban barrier which disconnects the city and it
is the I-75/I-85 Connector. This large highway barrier is a similar condition to a river running through a city. Cities
like London, Paris, and Portland were developed around the river as a means of transportation. This activity of
transportation could have been local for farms to get food to the city or long distance for traveling to other lands.
Rivers provided a source of food, transportation by boat, navigation of the globe, hygiene of people and cities,
multiple use amenities, promotes the culture of the city, helps with urban Heat Island Effect, and is a fairly quiet,
serene environment. However, expansive highways destroy the aesthetic of the City of Atlanta and are intended for
a single use. According to the Atlanta Connector Project, 80 percent of the Connector for Atlanta is not aesthetically
appealing, it consists of man made materials, concrete and asphalt, encourages a vehicular lifestyle releasing harmful
chemicals into the environment, increases the Heat Island Effect of the entire city by 8 degrees, and does not embody
the culture of Atlanta for visitors (SWA, 2012). The connector is also a very noisy environment of harsh tones and
frequencies. This noisy atmosphere is what the thesis will be addressing along with the conclusion of design research
done by Atlanta Connector Project.
Now looking towards the architectural proposals in remedying the Atlanta Connector for creating an aesthetically
pleasing amenity based in multiple functions, I looked towards the Atlanta Connector Transformation Project.
The project is organized by six key concepts to improve the Connector. The first concept is an Urban Forest. The
designers, SWA Group, introduced the planted environment to make the highway more appealing with natural
textures of the plants by incorporating the plants in green walls and small forests wherever there is space to grow
plants. They intend these plants to be native and exotic, but sustainable and resilient. Within this zone of plantings
there would be light weight structures to act as gathering places or resting places for people to use and enjoy the
new development. Increasing the verdant environment would be combatting CO2 emissions from the heavily used
highway and would act naturally in reducing some of the highway noise. SWA states that there is over 300,000 metric
tons of carbon pollution from the highway every day. Vertical greening and art are other measures to increase the
sense of culture in this area. Atlanta would have one of the world’s largest green walls on its Connector. Accompanied
by the vertical greening, large murals would be painted on the expansive concrete canvases. Artist murals are a
huge part of culture in several of Atlanta’s neighborhoods and is also being used in a similar fashion on the Beltline
development. The art work on the highway would be the inception of The Atlanta Museum of Freeway Art to aid in
the preservation of the work. Lighting and urban furniture would be used to increase appeal of bridges in the day and
night times. Lighting would accent the highly engineered bridges and attempt to convert them into large sculptures
accompanied by superficial additions to the bridges.

These additions are considered to be urban furniture, where people may utilize these furnishings to sit or gather,
but also provide a pleasant and safe means of separating the pedestrian from the highways. For each bridge, the
respective neighborhood is holding bridgescape competitions to then modify them accordingly over a period of time.
The overall redevelopment and transformation of the project is based in urban design to connect the community
through developing a multipurpose highway in a similar fashion to how society interacts with a river as a city barrier.
(SWA, 2012)
After looking at the city of Atlanta for its major problems deriving from the Connector and how the city is approaching
remedying the area, I came to the conclusion that there is a missing component to the new approach. In addition to
these concepts being applied to the project, my thesis addresses the sound quality of the space. Increasing the soft
materials and texture of plants to the site would adjust the amount of sound coming from the highway, but because
it is not a main category it is not a major concern for the general transformation. (Chang, 2014) Studies from BioMed
Central show that highway noise not only increases stress levels in individuals exposed to the noises of a highway,
but can cause serious health issues from hypertension or abnormally high levels of blood pressure. Extended periods
of time having hypertension can lead to heart issues at all ages of people. Also, according to the BioMed Central
article with studies done in Taiwan, the specific frequency that develops this harsh reaction is 125 Hz (Hertz) and the
most prominent contributor to this frequency is traffic noise.
“Our study is the first to show the association between the prevalence of hypertension and frequency
components of road traffic noise. We found that residents exposed to high levels of road traffic noise
at 63, 125 and 1000 Hz had a significantly higher risk of hypertension. The findings at 63 and 125
Hz support the hypothesis that exposure to low-frequency (10–200 Hz) traffic noise may produce
hypertension via the neuroendocrine system by inducing annoyance at cortical or subcortical
structures…We found that exposure to 125-Hz noise had the largest odds ratio on the prevalence of
hypertension.” (Chang, 2014)
Citylab found a similar reaction to sound intensity, where people exposed to sound intensities at 60 dB (decibels)
or greater suffered from abnormal amounts of heart attacks due to increased stress levels and hypertension. Along
with thirty-eight other cities, Citylab analyzed Atlanta’s traffic noise and reported that our highways; I-285, I-75, and
I-85, produce 80 dB of noise consistently throughout a full day. As could be expected, there is an increased noise
level that reaches further into the urban fabric particularly during the day when people are driving to work and other
activities, than at night. The article on Atlanta reports that ten percent of the city’s population is regularly being
affected by the highway noise. (Berg, 2012)
This highway condition is now not only a grotesque image for the City of Atlanta, positively addressed by the Atlanta
Connector Transformation Project, but also is becoming a worsening health risk through harmful noise to its citizens
by encouraging the growth of the current vehicle dependent lifestyle.
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Sound and Architecture - Architecture and Sound
Through the history of architecture, form and geometry has been heavily emphasized whether it be for religious or
shelter purposes. There are a few key common factors that are designed results of form based architecture; solar
paths, air currents, materiality, and interaction with sound. Vitruvius, ancient greek architect, wrote The Ten Books
on Architecture, describing such qualities in the 1st Century BC. In this book he discussed the different forms of
architecture, from architectural education of column orders to urban planning considering society, religion, and
environment. One of the structures he discusses is the amphitheater. The Roman and Greek amphitheaters were
marvelously detailed to accommodate large groups of people into the ten thousands and naturally amplify sound
through the use of geometry and the use of ancient technology. The geometry of the amphitheater was circular or
semi circular with the audience raised in a stepped fashion rising higher as the audience gets further away from the
performance area (Pollio, 1960). This was beneficial for the audience to not only view the performance over people
sitting in front of them, but to better hear the speaking voices, singing, and music being played as the sound rose
through the audience. To reduce the noise of the space and increase clarity of sound, large sounding vessels were
place in the amphitheater. These vessels were called echea and are similar to modern Helmholtz Resonators. The
vessels were spaced according to the size of the amphitheater, but at equal distances along the curvature of the
seating area. Vitruvius mentions briefly that only stone amphitheaters need to be enhanced by echea. The natural
sonic qualities of wood amphitheaters did not need echea and if they were used additionally, there would be no
discernible difference to the quality of sound in the round (Pollio, 1960). Vitruvius does not go into detail as to what
exactly the echea did to sound, just that they had certain qualities to improve the atmosphere of the theater. However,
we could infer that the wood material of an amphitheater making echea not necessary, would indicate that the ancient
echea would be absorbing the reflecting sounds to reduce ambient noise in the stone amphitheaters. This can only
be speculation as it is not certain what these echea looked like or how they may have sounded. Vitruvius’ description
in accompaniment of the ancient amphitheater ruins does confirm that they did in fact exist at some point. Vitruvius
says that echea are best made at the highest quality when formed from bronze rather than clay. So, if we assume that
most echea were constructed from bronze, they would have been stolen and scavenged for the precious metal in
later wars and social unrests.
This is the point at which we can turn to Helmholtz Resonators for information of the technology of resonators.
(Helmholtz, 1954, p. 19) He first explains sound in simple means; sinusoidal sound waves comprising of two main
characteristics. One is the period of a wave giving it the pitch or frequency and the other is the amplitude, directly
corresponding to the loudness of the wave. He also describes the pertinent quality of what makes music discernible
over other noises and why we recognize music differently than we do other sounds.
“The irregularity alternating sensation of the ear in the case of noises leads us to conclude that for these
the vibration of the air must also change irregularly. For musical tones one the other hand we anticipate
a regular motion of the air, continuing uniformly, and in its turn excited by an equally regular motion of
the sonorous body, whose impulses were conducted to the ear by the air.” (Helmholtz, 1954, p.8)

What Helmholtz describes about music and general noise or multiple sonorous bodies occurring at the same time, is
later connected, by MIT students, to how the brain perceives these noises. (Angier, 2016) Massachusetts Institute of
Technology research students analyzed brain activity in reaction to sound and music and discovered that the brain
can decipher music from other noises. These students predicted that this condition is an evolutionary characteristic
based in culture focused around music since the beginning of organized human society. The students labeled the
portion of the auditory complex dealing with purity of sound, the “Music Room.” The relationship we as humans
have with music is different from person to person, depending on the development of the Music Room, acuteness of
hearing, and whether we find the music to be pleasing or not, but assuming no hearing impairments, we can all use
our sense of hearing to experience sound of the environment around us. With the basic understanding of sound and
relationship humans have with sound, physically and mentally, we can discuss sounding bodies.
There are different types of resonators. There are resonators to absorb ambient noise, like the ancient echea,
and resonators to produce sound through vibrations of either a member, metal cords of a guitar for example, or a
membrane, like a drum skin. However, the sound absorbing vessels have the opportunity to create a sound, just not
amplified by another component. This would be like an empty bottle with wind coming across it is opening. These
vessels are tuned to a certain tone, pitch, or frequency and the nature of these vessels is to absorb erratic sounds
and produce a harmonized sound for which it is created and thus becomes pleasing to the ear (Helmholtz, 1954).
These vessels are the types of vessels speculated to have been used in ancient greek amphitheaters as Vitruvius
describes. They would have take the variable sounds and enhanced the sounds of the production, making it more
clearly audible at further distances. When incorporating a membrane into this system you could amplify the sound
and prolong its existence. For example, if you took the bottom off a bottle and replaced it with a flexible material, like
rubber, and kept it taught like drum you would be able to customize the amplified sound. By adjusting the volume,
neck opening, size of membrane, and tightness of the membrane of the vessel, you could tune different and specific
tones from the instrument. This is how a drum operates. By increasing the volume and/or membrane size and/or
loosening the tightness of the membrane you could make the tone deeper and lower. To make the tone higher pitch,
you would do the inverse. Helmholtz experimented with another method of creating a resonator, utilizing the structure
of the human ear, and created what we coined to be the Helmholtz Resonator. Like a membrane of a drum, the
Helmholtz resonators use the ear drum of the listener to create these specific tones. He essentially extends the ear
canal with prescribed volumes to pick out certain frequencies in the environment around them. Thinking about the
motion of sound waves being cyclical in nature, but extended into sinusoidal curves, the period of a wave determines
the frequency and is recognized as a full cycle of the wave in motion. So with this knowledge we can determine the
size of the volume needed and adjust the openings for a more precise reaction. The vessel, placed into the ear, is
sized for the desired frequency and the other sounds are lesser upon hearing the symphony around the user. This
vessel is useful to distinguish a specific sound from a set of sounds. (Helmholtz, 1954)
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Sounding Architecture Conclusion
Taking into consideration of resonators and their different forms, the site conditions, existing precedent to expand
upon, and the new consideration of the audioscape of the pedestrian, a series of cylindrical pipe resonators will
be explored for architectural expression. This decision has benefits and opportunities to provide way finding, multi
sensory interactive experiences, reduce Heat Island Effect of the highway, provide an aesthetic identity for the
city, reconnect the city as it was in the 1950s, and combine the experience in an architectural expression through
structure. Essentially a system of these organic form flowing pipe resonators will turn the entire project into a street
organ, utilizing the wind produced by the vehicles and the natural wind patterns of the area. The densification of the
urban fabric and smart landscape design will reduce noise seepage into the adjacent communities. To further the
experiment, I have created ceramic resonators to aid in understanding of proportions for resonators. First starting
with a more cylindrical upright and evolving into a long neck bottle. The process has been documented in creating,
kiln bisque firing, glazing, and glaze firing the vessels. The vessels have been thrown on a potters wheel, using the
Kennesaw State University Ceramics Studio, then dried to bone dry before first kiln firing. The first kiln firing, bisque
firing, hardens the clay with some shrinkage to the vessels and makes the vessels extremely fragile and brittle. The
vessels are then glazed with mineral, non-toxic, glazes which when glaze fired in a kiln will harden to a glass like
surface for aesthetic appeal and provide durability to the vessels. In the final firing, the glaze(s) change in color when
the coloring minerals and silica combine at high temperatures. The glazed surface makes pottery nonporous and
more conducive to resonating sound.

SKETCHES OF POSSIBLE RESONATORS

FIRST KILN FIRE

PRACTICE OF CRAFT AND PROCESS
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MINERAL GLAZED

GLAZE FIRED
FINAL RESONATORS PRODUCT
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THESIS PROPOSAL

15th Street Home Park

Underdeveloped land and urban opportunities

Potential Building for mixed use or
possible Music School

15th Street Home Park

THESIS PROPOSAL

Substantial bridge and amenities

Residential building
under construction

Mixed-Use tower
under construction

Future high-rise
redevelopment of Arts
Center Station
MARTA Arts Center Station

Extending 15th Street to
reconnect in the historic
grid

Residential Disconnect
Home Park Neighborhood

Proposed Pedestrian
extension of 15th Street

Residential Disconnect
Midtown Neighborhood
Potential Building for mixed
use or possible Music
School

Artificial hill and parking deck below buildings
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On either side of the Connector are fragments of 15th Street which was truncated in the development of the Interstate
Connector. On either side of the Highway are underdeveloped building sites which are either unmaintained or unsightly
commercial establishments under utilizing their sites. This thesis proposes a connection be made in this urban block to
connect Home Park Neighborhood to Midtown and public transit in a pedestrian friendly environment.

Proposed minimal pedestrian
bridge in question

Potential Building for mixed use or
possible Music School

As documented in SWA’s proposal, Atlanta Connector Project, there is intention for a pedestrian bridge to make a connection
across the Interstate Connector at 15th Street. This thesis will challenge the minimal approach by creating a pleasant
experience considering noise and sounds of the pedestrian path while creating amenities for Atlantans and economic
opportunities to fund maintenance and construction. This area is slowly developing on the Midtown side, increasing housing
and mixed use buildings. There are several more opportunities to expand the potential across the highway.
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1-Theatre ; 2-Urban Organ ; 3-Shade Pavilion ; 4-Plaza ; 5-Social Park Space ; 6-Consonant Sound Garden ; 7-Urban Fabric
Furniture ; 8-Parking Deck Vertical Circulation ; 9-Highway Experience Bridge
The extension of 15th Street has been designed with curvilinear paths to encourage people to utilize the spaces. Sound has
been infused into the design of the bridge with the abstracted curving promenade, use of geometry and mechanical structures
to create unique sounds, implementation of vegetation for dampening highway noise, and a Consonant Sound Garden.
An outlier bridge (9) is an opportunity for the pedestrian to experience the noise of the highway in contrast to the alternate
experiences of the sound scape.

Circulation has been focused in traveling efficiently in the West to East directions on an easy curve, while secondary paths are
traveling North to South for potentially connecting to other neighborhoods with slightly more curve in procession. Tertiary paths
interweave interesting sound and social spaces for various activities and paths. Entering the site from either end, you arrive in
a plaza which has amplified sound from the Urban Organ and could be used for activities such as food truck events or public
protests and gatherings. In the center of the site is a theatre which could be used for various concerts or conferences and is
connects the neighborhoods on either side while pulling the arts district towards Home Park.
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The structure of the site plan was developed in the idea of radiation of sound from spaces to create curvalinear circulation.
Curved geometry has the oportunity to create amplified sound of a space, while also making it more difficult for sound to travel
from one space to another in contrast to a straight path where sound has no obstructions. Once points of radiation were
determined, intersection of geometry created the foundation of the project, and translated to the masterplan organization from
where the rest of the site was developed with sound spaces.

The resonators within the project are activated by wind and wind resulting from vehicular motion. The project is activated
by traffic traveling in both directions, North and South. In theory, the more vehicles traveling at faster speeds would activate
the resonators more and the occurrence of stopped traffic may be equal to no traffic at all, with no vehicular activation of the
resonators, it must rely on natural wind patterns.
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The project will implement the use of various materials; concrete, graffiti art, glass, steel, wood, and foliage. These materials
will be crucial to the interaction with the environment of the project. Concrete will be used in the structure of the project and
provide sound barriers from the highway noise. Graffiti painting will be used to provide cultural uniqueness and contribute to
the asthetic sense of place to the project. Glazing will be necessary to enclose the theater while maintaining visual connection
to surroundings and nature. Steel and metals will be used to create the resonators to best transmit sounds industrially. Wood
will provide a softness to the interaction with the project and will be used in furniture and light pavilion structures. Foliage and
landscaping provides a natural surrounding, absorbs noise, and reduces the heat island effect of the project.

HARD SCAPES

Ample softs capes provide a comfortable environment for people to gather in and experience the crossing of the connector,
possibly without noticing the highway below. Softs capes are planted areas of grass and landscape foliage and provide a
visual enclosure to the project. The hard scapes are path and building. These provide not only access from either side of the
project, but additional amenities otherwise not thought about in other proposals for crossing a highway.

COMPOSITE
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From Home Park neighborhood, there is a profile of the theatre in the park of the undulating landscape and perpendicular view
of the Urban Organ.

Like the West view of the site, the Eastern side invites people into the landscape through curved paths and structures with
dynamic sound emanating from the site.
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The Northern view of the site uses landscape to create intriguing views and dynamic environment for the Consonant Sound
Garden. The site would be seen from Atlantic Station as part of the skyline of Atlanta, creating an image for the city and
gateway to the downtown neighborhoods.

From the Southern exposure, there is a view of the Urban Organ and theatre behind with the obscured landscape surrounding.
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Wind turbines on the underside of the bridge generates energy from the wind tunnel of the Connector for powering dynamic
lighting at night and other amenities. The Consonant Sound Garden pulls sound through resonators to create a playful sound
scape to navigate the park-like surroundings. The highway noise should be completely deadened with occasional anomalies of
vibrations traveling through the mass of the structure. Two co-dependant structural systems reflect highway sounds back down
towards the highway while capturing sound waves in cavities between and within the structures to reduce the overall noise of
traffic.

Vegetation creates sound barriers to disrupt sounds from traveling through them and into other spaces. They are also being
utilized as shading and a means to reduce heat island effect of that area of highway. The theatre shell hangs the orchestra and
stage from within to separate the theatre from the vibrations of the highway and reduce sonic interference even further. The
Urban Organ is a three piece sounding machine utilizing the movement of the highway, pedestrian controlled cylindrical pipe
resonators activated by wind currents, and the balancing of amplifiers by pedestrians. This system creates a socially activated
orchestra of sound possibilities experienced along two paths culminating at the plazas where you enter the site and can hear
the combination of the sounds through amplifying geometry.
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SOUND SOURCES LOUDNESS

EXPLODED SITE AXON DIAGRAM

THREE LEVELED PARKING STRUCTURE

BRIDGE STRUCTURES

SOUND INSPIRED LANDSCAPE

URBAN ORGAN

HIGHWAY EXPERIENCE BRIDGE

CONSONANT RESONATOR SYSTEM

THEATRE

REFLECTED AND DAMPENED
SOUND OCCURRENCES

SITE COMPOSITE IMAGE
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The site is comprised of several layers to reduce the sound of the highway at the source through architecture. This enables
positive sounds of people and nature in a social setting while being enhanced by sounding devices. At the Interstate
Connector level, there is noise of traffic, the structure and landscape above create a conducive environment for socially
activated space. At the pedestrian level, sounding vessels of the Urban Organ and Consonant Sound Garden provide playful
sounds to enhance the pedestrian experience. The theatre on site would be a source of sound while in use for concerts and
various other activities.
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Chapter six
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This thesis of CODA, sound urbanism, is the beginning of the discussion for the City of Atlanta to address sound in their
endeavours to transform the highway connector. The barrier of the highway is an opportunity for the city to create a unique
image for the city not only visually but sonically. Highway noise pollutes the atmosphere of all the neighboring communities
from the I-75/I-85 Connector. The Connector is crucial for the city to move people North and South out of town, however
creates a major barrier. The lack of public transportation in rail systems ensures the highways’ necessity while people have to
find efficient ways to move around the city. Access to the public transit stations is critical if the City of Atlanta expects to expand
their system. As addressed by precedent proposal projects, more pedestrian friendly modes of crossing the highway barrier
need to be addressed so that people can walk to transit stations in an overall pedestrian friendly city. Other cities which have
major barriers such as highways or rivers make major infrastructural changes to the environment to make these ideals possible.
The city of Boston created a cap project at 1.5 miles long with a 24 billion dollar cost for the city to create a holistic pedestrian
friendly environment. With the example of CODA for Atlanta, the entire Connector could not only repair the connection from
one neighborhood to the next in a positive sonorous environment, but provide an economic infrastructure to the city to pay for
the project and potentially profit from its construction. This thesis explores sound of the environment being explored in options
for future development of the city. Sound seems to be an ignored sensory experience in the transformation of the Connector,
but could be an integral part of what makes places and spaces enjoyable to inhabit. The CODA project would be repairing
the pedestrian environment connecting Home Park and Midtown, while still providing exposure of the natural elements to
the highway below rather than providing a complete cap to the highway. As precedent to the rest of the Connector, there is
potential to connect neighborhoods throughout the highway barrier with these amenities. By leaving areas of the highway open
to the elements, the project utilizes the highway in the production of sound above through the use of resonators. Resonators
turn the project into an urban organ to combat noise and create an interactive environment. Sound from the resonators could
also assist in navigating the bridging from the one side to the other. Urban forestry, an important design move for the city, is
heavily incorporated into this proposal to reduce noise from the highway penetrating into the surrounding environment. By
incorporating dense landscaping, the man-made environment will be aesthetically pleasing as a park environment, absorb
sounds, reduce heat island effect of the highway, combat CO2 emissions, and provide a much needed park amenity in the
heavily concreted urban Connector.
The research of this thesis addresses connectivity, mobility, and identity through dynamic physical and auditory landscape,
challenging the contemporary approach to the present typical urban design of linear mobility and affixed aesthetics.
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This thesis had many developments throughout its creation. It began as an architectural installation, then quickly grew to a
potential 2 miles urban intervention, and eventually came down to the size of an enlarged bridge taking up an entire city block
to cross 16 lanes of highway. If there were more time to advance the proposal, this project would have become a master plan
for the entire connector to address the sound of the highway as a whole and provide economic amenities for the city. The
structure of the project became an unexpected surprise for design intervention of the bridge and while it attempts to reduce
sound pollution by absorbing vibrations into its structure, there is more opportunity to develop ideas of the reduction of noise in
the highway environment and with a more efficient use of material.
This project was an enjoyable experience within the thesis and could have had a number of outcomes to explore if one only
had a lifetime to research these avenues.
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CHAPTER

Chapter seven
SEVEN

Organization ::
(In-text Citation including author, date of publication)
Citation of the text used to inform the process in accordance to APA standards. Author. (Year). Title: Subtitle. Location:
Publisher.
Quick description of the citation to gauge the source of the information for the reader of this capstone. Description not required
by APA standards.

(Chang, 2014)
Chang, T.-Y., Beelen, R., Li, S.-F., Chen, T.-I., Lin, Y.-J., Bao, B.-Y., & Liu, C.-S. (2014). Road traffic noise frequency
and prevalent hypertension in Taichung, Taiwan: A cross-sectional study. Environmental Health, 13, 37. http://doi.
org/10.1186/1476-069X-13-37
This study investigates the impact of traffic noise on the population in Taiwan and delves into greater detail than studies done in
the USA. They include more information on sound intensity as well as frequency for harmful effects on the body over extended
periods of time.

Book ::
(Helmholtz, 1954)
Helmholtz, H. L. (1954). On the sensations of tone: as a physiological basis for the theory of music. New York, NY: Dover.
Helmholtz describes the understanding of sound through scientific means and explains his process of creating Helmholtz
Resonators. He describes the reaction we have from musical tone and the relationship music has with sound. He also makes
the connection between the natural world and musical theory.

(Google, 2017)
Google. (2017). [World wide atlas with satellite imaging last updated 05/20/2015]. Google Earth 7.1.5.1557. Retrieved from
Server : kh.google.com
The use of Google Earth imaging provides a resource to analyse conditions of the cities.

(Pollio, 1960)
Pollio, V., & Morgan, M. H. (1960). Vitruvius: the ten books on architecture. New York: Dover Publications.
Vitruvius was an ancient architect and wrote on the education and responsibilities of the architect in society. He is the standard
of ancient construction and architectural history in modern architecture education programs. The section of interest within the
text is Book V : Chapters II - IX for information on ancient acoustics, primarily in amphitheaters.
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